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A construction is given for an integral transform from sections of a vector bundle
over one manifold into Dolbeault cohomology of a (related) holomorphic vector
bundle over a second manifold. It is demonstrated that the transform arises naturally
in appropriate homogeneous situations where it is shown to agree with a certain
representation theoretic intertwining operator due to Barchini, Knapp and Zierau.
Our construction is geometric with the underlying correspondence being a double
fibration of the type arising in connection with X-ray transforms. From this point of
view many properties of the transform are immediate.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We shall describe in this article a version of the X-ray transform which
takes sections of a vector bundle on one manifold into Dolbeault cohomol-
ogy on another (complex) manifold. (A general discussion of X-ray trans-
forms may be found in [5].) Thus, we shall start with a double fibration
Y
\ ? (1)
X Z
of smooth manifolds with Z having a complex structure. We shall con-
struct, in fairly general circumstances, an integral transform
S : 1(X, V)  H s(Z, O(E))
for suitable vector bundles V on X and E (holomorphic) on Z.
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Our main aim is to shed light on the transform, also denoted S,
described in the recent article of Barchini, Knapp, and Zierau [3] (see also
[1, 2, 4, 9]). This BKZ transform is defined purely in the language of
representation theory but there is a clear integral geometry underlying it
(an instance of Knapp’s heuristic principle [7]). We maintain that the
geometric viewpoint is an aid to establishing some of the properties of the
transform. For example, the BKZ transform (and also our general version)
maps into  -closed (0, 1)-forms (and, thereby, into Dolbeault cohomology)
but the proof in [3] that  b S=0 is indirect (using invariance arguments).
In the geometric formulation that we present below, this property is
automatic. Indeed, it is built into the definition and constrains the link
between V and E. From this point of view, these constraints explain why
the parameters for V and E must be chosen as they are in [3]. Though this
is also easy to check in the homogeneous formulation, we should remark
that the manifest geometric invariance of the general construction guaran-
tees that the S-transform in the homogeneous setting is an intertwining
operator between group representations.
Of course, one might hope that a geometric formulation of the
S-transform will enable one to prove general results such as establishing
conditions under which the transform is non-zero or injective. There are
such results for the general X-ray transform but we have not yet explored
this avenue for the S-transform. Also, there is the possible utility of this
transform in the non-homogeneous situation (cf. the Penrose transform)
but, again, we have not persued this.
Roughly speaking, the S-transform, like all integro-geometric trans-
forms, is obtained from (1) by taking something on X (in this case, a
smooth section of a vector bundle), pulling it back to Y, and then integrat-
ing along the fibres of ? to give something on Z (in this case, a cohomol-
ogy class). In Section 2 we collect the material on submersions that we
need to deal with the mapping ?. In particular, we discuss the notion of an
Ehresmann connection which is then used in Section 3 to relate constancy
of a pullback along the fibres of \ to closure of the integrated form under
 on Z. These observations are used for our construction of the general
transform in Theorem 2. In Section 4 we explain how this transform spe-
cializes to give the BKZ transformsee especially Theorem 6.
2. Generalities on Submersions
Suppose Y and Z are smooth oriented manifolds and ?: Y  Z is a sub-
mersion, i.e. a surjective mapping of maximal rank. The fibres of ? are
therefore smooth submanifolds of Y and define a sub-bundle T? of vertical
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vectors of the tangent bundle TY. The dual of T? is called the bundle of
relative 1-forms and is denoted 41? . There is an exact sequence:
0  T?  TY  ?*TZ  0 (2)
with dual
0  ?*41Z  4
1
Y  4
1
?  0.
More generally, let 4k? denote the k-th exterior power of 4
1
? . Its sections
are called relative k-forms. The ordinary exterior derivative d : 40Y  4
1
Y
may be composed with the canonical projection 41Y  4
1
? to define the
relative exterior derivative d? : 40Y  4
1
? whose kernel is the smooth func-
tions on Y which are locally constant along the fibres of ?. This extends in
the usual way to define a complex
40Y=4
0
?  4
1
?  4
2
?  } } }  4
n
?  0
where n is the dimension of the fibres of ?.
Now suppose that ? has compact fibres. The implicit function theorem
implies that ?: Y  Z is locally isomorphic to a product. The relative forms
in this case may be regarded locally as forms on F, the typical fibre, with
coefficients depending smoothly on z # Z. In particular, if | is a relative
n-form, then we may integrate it over the fibres to obtain an invariantly
defined mapping
1(Y, 4n?)  1(Z, 4
0)
| |
?
|.
More generally, if E is a vector bundle on Z, then there is an invariantly
defined fibre integration ? : 1(Y, 4
n
? ?*E )  1(Z, E ).
An Ehresmann connection for the submersion ?: Y  Z, is a splitting of
the exact sequence (2) or, equivalently, a choice of horizontal distribution
H/TY so that TY=HT? . Dually, 41Y=4
1
??*2
1
Z . By a partition of
unity argument, every submersion admits an Ehresmann connection. The
splitting of 1-forms on Y induces splittings of r-forms generally:
4rY=4
r
?  (4
r&1
? ?*4
1
Z) (4
r&2
? ?*4
2
Z) } } }
 (41? ?*4
r&1
Z )?*4
r
Z
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and so we can split d : 4rY  4
r+1
Y into various different ‘‘components’’. On
4 p? ?*4
q
Z , it is easy to check that all but three of these components
necessarily vanish, namely
d? : 4 p? ?*4
q
Z  4
p+1
? ?*4
q
Z
D: 4 p? ?*4qZ  4 p? ?*4q+1Z
0: 4 p? ?*4
q
Z  4
p&1
? ?*4
q+2
Z .
The first two of these satisfy Leibnitz rules
d?( f|)=f d? |+d? f 7|
D( f|)= fD|+Df 7 |
whilst the third is linear over the functions, i.e. 0( f|)= f0|, and hence
defines a tensor on Y. This tensor is determined by the case p=1, q=0, so
we may regard 0 as a section of Hom(41? , ?*4
2
Z)=T?4
2H*. This is
called the curvature of the Ehresmann connection. Alternatively, it may be
defined by taking the vertical component of the Lie bracket of two horizon-
tal vector fields. It is therefore the Frobenius obstruction to integrability of
the distribution H. When H is integrable the Ehresmann connection iden-
tifies Y locally as a product over Z. In this case the connection is said to
be flat. The operators d? : 4 p? ?*4
q
Z  4
p+1
? ?*4
q
Z are easily seen to be
independent of choice of Ehresmann connection and agree with the pre-
viously defined relative exterior derivative when q=0. More generally, the
pull-back of any smooth vector bundle E on Z is equipped with such a
relative connection d? : 4 p? ?*E  4
p+1
? ?*E. The vanishing of d
2 on Y
implies several identities between d? , D, and 0:
d 2?=0, Dd?+d? D=0,
0d?+D2+d?0=0, 0D+D0=0, 02=0.
Finally, if E is a smooth vector bundle with connection { on Z, then in the
presence of an Ehresmann connection for ?, the above construction may be
carried through starting with the pulled-back connection {: 4 pY ?*E 
4 p+1Y ?*E to define
D: 4 p? ?*(4qZE)  4 p? ?*(4q+1Z E)
and so on. The only change is that 0 d?+D2+d?0 is no longer zero but
is, rather, the curvature of { pulled back to Y.
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Proposition 1. Suppose ?: Y  Z is a submersion with compact fibres
and an Ehresmann connection. Suppose E is a vector bundle with connection
on Z. Then
|
?
D|={ |
?
| (3)
for any | a section of 4n??*(4
q
ZE ).
Proof. Since the fibres of ? are compact and what we are trying to
prove is local on Z, we may as well suppose that Y is a product Z_F with
? being projection onto the first factor. First consider the case when E is
the trivial one-dimensional bundle. Thus, we are trying to prove (3) when
| is a section of 4n??*4
q
Z . To write explicit formulae, it is convenient to
use Penrose’s abstract index notation [8]. Use Roman indices to denote
tensors on Z and Greek indices to denote tensors on F. Then
|=|ij } } } k
q
:; } } } #
n
Having fixed a product structure Y=Z_F, we can simply differentiate
under the integral sign to obtain
|
F
{[i |j } } } k]:; } } } #={[i |
F
|j } } } k] :; } } } #
which is, of course, the special case of (3) when the Ehresmann connection
is flat. A general Ehresmann connection is determined in terms of this flat
one by 8, a section of Hom(41? , ?*4
1
Z). In abstract index notation,
8=8:i . This gives us an explicit formula for D acting on 4
p
? ?*4
q
Z ,
namely
D[i|j } } } l] : } } } #={[i |j } } } l] : } } } #&{[:(|; } } } #] $[i } } } k 8$l ])
+({[:|; } } } #$][ij } } } k) 8$l ] .
For the special case of | a section of 4n??*4
q
Z , the third term is absent.
Therefore,
D|={|&d?{
where { is a section of 4n&1? ?*4qZ . By Stokes’ theorem, we obtain
|
?
D|=|
?
{|={ |
?
|,
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as required. Now suppose we incorporate a vector bundle with connection
into these calculations. Since the result is local, the bundle may as well be
trivial. If the connection is also flat, then the result follows component-by-
component as above. A general connection { is related to this flat connec-
tion by
{ |={|+A7 |
for some A a section of 41Z End(E). The operator D on 4n??*(4qZE )
changes in the same sort of way, so
|
?
D |=|
?
(D|+?*A7 |)
={ |
?
|+|
?
?*A 7 |
={ |
?
|+A 7 |
?
| (since A is defined down on Z)
={ |
?
|,
as required. K
3. The General Transform
Suppose the double fibration (1) is a correspondence, i.e. the mappings
are submersions and Y ww\_? X_Z is an embedding. Suppose that ?
has compact fibres and is equipped with an Ehresmann connection as in
Section 2. We shall also insist that this connection is compatible with \, i.e.
the tangents to the fibres of \ are contained in H, the horizontal subspace
of the Ehresmann connection. Let us write B for the kernel of the corre-
sponding projection ?*41Z=H*  4
1
\ . Then, for any sdim B, there is an
inclusion
4s&dim B\ det B / ?*4
s
Z .
If E is some vector bundle on Z then this determines another inclusion
@ : 4n?4
s&dim B
\ det B?*E  4
n
??*(4
s
ZE ).
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(Recall that n=rank 41? .) Now suppose V is a vector bundle on X
equipped with a homomorphism
8: \*V  4n?4
s&dim B
\ det B?*E
for some sdim B. Then we can construct a transform S: 1(X, V ) 
1(Z, 4sZE) by
f [ |
?
@8f.
If E is equipped with a flat connection { then we can ask that, on sections
of \*V,
D b @ b 8=@ b 8 b d\ ,
where, on the right hand side, 8 is the obvious induced homomorphism.
If this is the case, then it follows from Proposition 1 that the image of S
is closed and so S determines a transform into cohomology, with coef-
ficients in the local system E,
1(X, V )  Hs(Z, E).
As a simple variation of this procedure, suppose that Z has a complex
structure and all vector bundles are complex-valued so that, for example,
4n? now denotes the bundle of relative complex-valued n-forms on Y.
Suppose also that the correspondence is compatible with this complex
structure on Z in the sense that the fibres of \ are complex submanifolds
when viewed inside Z. In this case, define the bundle B by the exact
sequence
0  B  ?*40, 1Z  4
0, 1
\  0.
Given a holomorphic vector bundle E on Z, we will now use @ to denote
the monomorphism (for any sdim B)
@: 4n?4
0, s&dim B
\ det B?*E  4
n
??*(4
0, s
Z E )
induced from the natural inclusion 40, s&dim B\ detB / ?*4
0, s
Z . Given a
homomorphism
8: \*V  4n?40, s&dim B\ det B?*E
we construct the transfrom S: 1(X, V )  1(Z, 40, sZ E) by the formula
Sf=|
?
@8f. (4)
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We shall require that the following diagram commutes
p*V ww8 4n?40, s&dim B\ det B?*E /w
@ 4n??*(40, sZ E )
 \ D
40,1\ \*V ww
8 4n?40, s+1&dim B\ det B?*E /w
@ 4n??*(40, s+1Z E)
(5)
In this circumstance, as for the previous case, it follows from Proposition 1
that the image of S is closed and so the following holds:
Theorem 2. The image of S is  -closed and so a transform
1(X, V )  H s(Z, O(E))
is defined by
f [ [Sf ]
where square brackets denote taking the cohomology class.
It is convenient also to denote this induced transform by S.
4. The BKZ Transform
We maintain that the integral transform of Barchini, Knapp, and Zierau
defined in [3, Theorem 6.1] is an instance of the S-transform (4). Our
strategy in this section involves several stages. The first is to construct, by
suitable choice of correspondence, bundles, and so on, a special case of the
S-transform. We then show (see Theorem 6) that the resulting operator
may be re-expressed by a formula which agrees precisely with the defining
formula for the transform of Barchini, Knapp, and Zierau in [3]. Finally
in Proposition 7 we show that, for this version of our general construction,
the diagram (5) is commutative and so, by Theorem 2, we can regard S
as a transform into cohomology.
We recall briefly the notation of [3] and refer to that article for precise
details.
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G Connected reductive Lie group.
K Maximal compact subgroup with % as Cartan involution.
g0 k0p0 (Cartan decomposition).
T Torus in K (not necessarily maximal).
L Centralizer of T in G and suppose L and G have the same real rank.
Q Parabolic subgroup of G C with Levi factor LC and we suppose that q is
%-stable, i.e. q & q =l0 . Equivalently, g=u  lu where q=lu is the Levi
decomposition. Anyway, GL /wwopen GCQ.
a0 Maximal Abelian subalgebra of l0 & p0 and hence maximal Abelian in p0 by
rank assumption above.
A exp a0/L.
M Centralizer of A in K
n0 Sum of root spaces in g0 for positive restricted roots.
R MAN, a minimal parabolic subgroup of G.
n 0 Sum of root spaces in g0 for negative restricted roots (Warning : the ‘bar’ nota-
tion here is traditional and does not mean complex conjugation.)
g0 m0a0 n0n 0 (triangular decomposition).
GL inherits a complex structure obtained from its being regarded as an
open subset of GCQ. The space of Dolbeault cohomology of a holomorphic
line bundle over GL is a natural place to realise interesting irrducible
unitary representations and the operator in [3] is a non-zero integral trans-
form from an appropriate vector bundle over GR into such Dolbeault
cohomology.
The correspondence relevant to [3] is
G(R & L)
\ ? (6)
GR GL,
In order to use this correspondence for the construction of S we must
check that it satisfies the conditions discussed in Section 3.
Lemma 3. The fibres of ? in (6) are compact and the correspondence is
compatible with the complex structure on GL. Moreover, ? is naturally
equipped with an Ehresmann connection compatible with \.
Proof. The fibres of ? are copies of L(R & L). Since R & L is a
parabolic subgroup of L it follows that the fibres are compact.
The complexified tangent bundle is induced from the representation of L
on
g
l
=u u,
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this splitting corresponding exactly to the decomposition of complex
tangent vectors into (1, 0) and (0, 1)-parts. The fibres of \ have complex
tangents corresponding to the representation
r
r & l
=
(m & u ) (m & l) (m & u)a (n & u ) (n & l) (n & u)
(m & l)a (n & l)
=(m & u ) (n & u )
(1, 0)-vectors
 (m & u) (n & u)
(0, 1)-vectors
.
(Since a/l, the adjoint action of a preserves the decomposition g=
u  lu. Hence, restricted root spaces may be taken to lie in these
summands. It follows that, for example, u=(m & u) (n & u) (n & u).)
This shows that the correspondence is compatible with the complex struc-
ture on GL. The tangent bundle to the correspondence space G(R & L)
splits according to
g
r & l
= u u
horizontal

l
r & l
=u u (n & l)
defining the Ehresmann connection. This is clearly compatible with the
correspondence. K
Observe that the map
0  (n & u)*  u*  ((m & u) (n & u))*  0
induces
0  B  ?*40, 1Z  4
0, 1
\  0.
Notice that this is a bona fide sequence of R & L-modules. (Though the
R & L-action takes elements of n & u outside this subspace of u, we regard
n & u as an R & L-module by using the direct sum decomposition to project
back. Equivalently, (m & u) (n & u) is an R & L-submodule of u and
n & u may be identified with the quotient.) Similarly, notice also that
(m & u)* is a bona fide R & L-submodule of ((m & u) (n & u))*. Mixing
notation, therefore, we have the following natural inclusion
4n?  4
0, s&dim B
\  det B
" "
det(n & l)*  det(m & u)*  det(n & u)*
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where s=dim((m & u) (n & u))=dim(k & u). This inclusion is the basis of
8, the final ingredient in the S transform.
The construction in [3] requires a one-dimensional representation ! of
L. The authors then consider the Dolbeault cohomology Hs(GL, O(!*))
where !* is the holomorphic line bundle induced by the representation
!*=!det u. In the light of this and our discussion above, we now seek
a representation V of R and a homomorphism of R & L-modules
\*V  det(n & l)*det(m & u)*det(n & u)*?*!*
(where, of course, \* is now interpreted as viewing an R-module as an
R & L-module and ?* as viewing an L-module as an R & L-module).
There is a dominance condition on ! which implies that there is an
irreducible representation V of M and a homomorphism of M & L-modules
\*V  det(p & u)?*! (7)
defined by taking the highest weight space. (In fact the dominance condi-
tion is given with respect to K and V is constructed from the corresponding
highest weight representation of Ksee [3, Proposition 3.1] and further
discussion below.) This M & L-homomorphism is the key to the construc-
tion of 8.
Proposition 4. Given an M & L-homomorphism (7), there is a canoni-
cally defined finite dimensional R-module V and a homomorphism of
R & L-modules
8: \*V  det(n & l)*det(m & u)*det(n & u)*?*!*. (8)
The proof of this will use the following lemma:
Lemma 5. As M & L-modules
det(p & u)=det(n & u) and det(n & l) is trivial.
Proof. Observe the effect of % on restricted root vectors:
if [a, Y]=;X for a # a then [a, %Y]=&;%Y.
However, % acts as multiplication by &1 on p. Thus, the triangular decom-
position implies that every element of p may be written uniquely in the
form
Y+X&%X for Y # a and X # n.
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As % preserves u, this yields
n & u ww& p & u
X X&%X,
an isomorphism of vector spaces. Since % acts as the identity on m, this is
an M & L-homomorphism.
To complete the proof, note that
v % : n & l w& n & l as M & L-modules;
v (n & l)*$n & l as (M & L)A-modules.
The second of these is true since the Killing form provides an (M & L)A-
invariant pairing of n & l and n & l.
Proof of Proposition 4. Expanding det u, the right hand side of (8) may
be rewritten as
det(n & l)*det(n & u)?*!.
Observe that R & L=(M & L)A(N & L) and that N & L acts trivially on
this module (since it is one-dimensional). Since M and A commute, it suf-
fices to consider the action of M & L and A separately.
On the other hand given a M & L-homomorphism (7), and using the
lemma we have a M & L-homomorphism
\*V  det(n & l)*det(n & u)?*!.
The action of A on V is now simply defined to match the action on the
right hand side. More specifically, in [3, p. 313] the authors use a sum of
restricted roots \L+\G to modify the action of A on ! but since
2\L is the weight of det(n & l)
2pG is the weight of det n=det(n & u )det(n & l)det(n & u)
=det(n & l)det(n & u)2,
it follows that \L+\G is the weight of
det(n & l)det(n & u)=det(n & l)*det(n & u)
as A-modules. K
To compare the integral transform S in this paper with the integral for-
mula in [3] we must be more specific concerning the homomorphism (7).
Throughout the following discussion we shall use without comment,
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notation established in [3]. We shall assume that the one-dimensional
representation ! of L has weight * (rather than *+& as in [3, p. 307]the
extra & is simply carried through and is of no real consequence in this com-
parison). Let V *+2$(p & u) be the irreducible K-representation with highest
weight *+2$(p & u) and highest weight vector ,. By [3, Proposition 3.1],
the cyclic span V of , in V *+2$(p & u) under M is irreducible under M and
has highest weight [*+2$(p & u)] | b& . Moreover, C, is stable under the
action of K & L. Let { denote this one-dimensional representation of K & L.
Thus, { | M & L is equivalent to det(p & u)?*! as an M & L-module.
Projecting onto the highest weight component gives the M & L-map (7). In
[3] it is written explicitly as v [ (v, ,) ,, where ( , ) is a K & L-invariant
inner product with (,, ,) =1. This induces an R & L-map
8: \*V 4n?  ?*4
0, s&dim B
\  det B  !
*
" " "
det(n & l)*  det(m & u)*  det(n & u)*  ?*!*
by mapping , to 1|S for
|S # det(m & u)*det(n & u)* as in [3, Equation (5.1)]
and
1 # det(n & l)*?*!* a non-zero vector.
Theorem 6. With the correspondence (6), Ehresmann connection as
described above and 8 as just described, the S-transform (4) is precisely the
opeator described in Theorem (6.1) of [3].
Proof. By Lemma 3 the correspondence and Ehresmann connection
satisfy the required conditions, as discussed in Section 3, for the construc-
tion of S. With 8 as described above the formula (4) gives
(Sf )(x)=|
N & L
( f (xn ), ,)(!*(n )Ad*(n ))(1|S) dn .
By [3, Proposition 5.1], the L-cyclic span of 1|s in ! (s u)* is an
irreducible representation ? of L with 1|S as a restricted highest weight
vector and of weight \G&\L . Hence,
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(Sf )(x)=|
N & L
( f (xn ), ,) ?(n )(1|S) dn
=|
N & L
( f (x}(n )), ,) e(&\L&\G) H(n )e ( \G&\L) H(n )?(}(n ))(1|S) dn
=|
N & L
( f (x}(n )), ,) e&2\LH(n )?(}(n ))(1|S) dn .
Since 1|S transforms under M & L according to { |M & L ,
(Sf )(x)=|
N & L
|
M & L
( f (x}(n )m), ,) e&2\L H(n )?(}(n )m)(1|S) dmdn
and, by [6, Equation (5.25)], this gives
|
K & L
( f (xk), ,) ?(k)(1|S) dk
which coincides with the integral formula (6.1) in [3]. K
The last formula in the proof above is related to the Langlands quotient
mapping for L as was shown in [3, Proposition 6.2].
In [3] the authors prove, by means of indirect arguments, that their
operator S produces  -closed forms. By Theorem 2 above, this result
follows immediately from the following proposition. (Note that this
proposition holds for any homomorphism (8).)
Proposition 7. The diagram
p*V ww8 4n?40, s&dim B\ det B?*!* /w
@ 4n??*(40, sZ !*)
 \ D
40,1\ \*V ww
8 4n?40, s+1&dim B\ det B?*!* /w
@ 4n??*(40, s+1Z !*)
commutes.
Proof. Note that
Df 7 @8(u)=@( \ f 7 8(u))
for arbitrary u # 1(Y, \*V ) and f a function on Y. Thus, it is sufficient to
check that D@8(v)=0 in the special case that v is the pull-back to Y of a
section in 1(X, V).
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For the case we are considering now Y=G(R & L) and it is convenient
to regard sections of homogeneous bundles over Y as vector-valued
functions
w: G  W
which are ‘‘homogeneous’’ in the sense that
w(gl )=&(l )&1 w( g)
for l # R & L and g # G where &: R & L  Aut(W) is the inducing represen-
tation. For example, the sections in 1(Y, ?*40, pZ ) are 4
pu*-valued and the
representation concerned arises from the co-Adjoint representation of
R & L on u*. For any function f on G (possibly vector-valued) and U # g0
write Uf to denote the function defined by
Uf ( g) :=
d
dt
f (getU) | t=0
for g # G. Extend by linearity to U # g. From this point of view
D:?*40, sZ  ?*4
0, s+1
Z
is determined by the conditions that Dw is 4s+1u*-valued and
(Dw, U1U2  } } } Us+1)
=: (&1)i+1 Ui(w, U1U2 } } } U i } } } Us+1)
+ :
i<j
(&1) i+j (w, [Ui , Uj]U1 } } } U i } } } U j } } } Us+1)
(9)
when U1 , U2 , ..., Us+1 # u. In fact, we really need
D: 4n? ?*(4
0, s
Z !
*)  4n??*(4
0, s+1
Z !
*).
However, it is easily checked that this is similarly determined by the
requirement that Dw is det(n & l)*4s+1u*!*-valued and the same
equation (9).
Denote by + the inducing R-representation of the homogeneous bundle
V on X :=GR. If v is the pull-back to Y of a section in 1(X, V ) then
v( gr)=+(r)&1 v( g) for any g # G and r # R. Consider (9) in the case that
w=@8(v). The left hand side can only be non-zero if U1 , U2 , ..., Us+1 are
linearly independent and we will henceforth assume this is so. We consider
separately the two genera of terms on the right hand side:
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v Consider the term
U1(@8(v), U2 U3  } } } Us+1).
Recall that @8(v) takes values in
det(n & l)*4t(m & u)*4s&t(n & u)*?*!*
where t=dim(m & u)* and s&t=dim(n & u)*. It follows that, without
loss of generality, we can take U2 , U3 , ..., Ut+1 to be a basis for m & u and
Ut+2, Ut+3 , ..., Us+1 to be a basis for n & u. Then, by our assumption of
linear independence, we may as well take U1 # n & u. Since n/r we have
U1(@8(v), U2U3  } } } Us+1)
=&(@8(+* (U1)v), U2 U3 } } } Us+1) .
and, since n acts trivially on V, it follows that the right hand side here
vanishes. Similarly, all the terms in the first sum on the right hand side of
(9) vanish.
v Now consider the term
&(@8(v), [U1 , U2]U3 } } } Us+1) (10)
and suppose it is not zero. Suppose also, further to our assumption of
linear independence, that U1 , U2 , ..., Us+1 are restricted root vectors, i.e.
joint eigenvectors for the adjoint action of a. Since each of n & u, n & u, and
m & u is a direct sum of restricted root spaces, each of the vectors U1 ,
U2 , ..., Us+1 and [U1 , U2] must lie in one or other of these components
of u. In fact, since [U1 , U2] 7 U3 7 } } } 7 Us+1 must span 4t(m & u)
4s&t(n & u) in order that (10) be non-zero, we can assume that either
[U1 , U2] # m & u or [U1 , U2] # n & u. Suppose the former, that is
[U1 , U2] # m & u and U3 7 } } } 7 Us+1 resides in 4t&1(m & u)
4s&t(n & u). Then there are two non-trivially distinct possibilities:
(a) U1 , U2 # m & u, or
(b) U1 # n & u and U2 # n & u.
But (a) leads to a contradiction since it requires (t+1) linearly inde-
pendent vectors in u & m while (b) similarly is impossible since it implies
s&t+1 linearly independent vectors in n & u. So [U1 , U2] # n & u and
U3 7 } } } 7Us+1 lives in 4t(m & u)4s&t&1(n & u). There are now just
the three non-trivially distinct possibilities:
(a) U1 , U2 # n & u,
(b) U1 # m & u and U2 # n & u or
(c) U1 # n & u and U2 # n & u.
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Again (a) and (b) are easily seen to be impossible, possibility (a) requiring
s&t+1 linearly independent vectors in n & u and (b) requiring t+1
linearly independent vectors in m & n. Thus, (c) remains. Note that in this
case the restricted root vector [U1 , U2] must correspond to a restricted
root which is distinct from that corresponding to U2 . Thus [U1 , U2] must
be a linear combination of U3 , U4 , ..., Us+1 and [U1 , U2] 7 U3 7 } } } 7
Us+1=0 which is also a contradiction. It follows that the term (10) must
be zero and, hence, all of the remaining terms in (9) must vanish. So
D@8(v)=0, as required. K
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